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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

PAPERS Papers for publication should be addressed to the Editor, Professor Michael Shepherd,
Institute of Psychiatry, De Crespigny Park, Denmark Hill, London SE5 8AF. Contributors should
send at least three copies of the text, tables, and figures. Copies other than the first may be xeroxed.
The S.I. system should be adopted for text and figures. A short synopsis of about 50 words should be
provided at the beginning of each article. Foreign quotations and phrases should be followed by a
translation. Submission of a paper will be held to imply that it contains original work that has not
been previously published and that it is not being submitted for publication elsewhere.

In addition to longer articles, the Editor is prepared to accept preliminary communications of
between 1500 and 2000 words.

Manuscripts must be typewritten on one side of the paper in double-spacing with wide margins.
The following information must be given on a single separate sheet: (1) title and short title for running
head (not more than 100 characters); (2) authors' names, and (3) department in which work was done.
Footnotes on the same sheet should list: (i) the authors' present addresses if different from depart-
ments in which work was done; (ii) name and address of the author to whom correspondence should
be addressed; (iii) receipt of grants. Authors who would like a reprint address to be printed should
include this on their manuscript.

REFERENCES (1) In the text these should follow the Harvard system - that is, name followed by date:
Brown (1970). If there are more than two authors the first author's name followed by et al. should
be used, even the first time that the reference appears. (2) The list of references should be typed in
alphabetical order on a separate sheet and should appear as follows: Brown, J., Williams, E. &
Wright, H. (1970). Treatment of heroin addiction. Psychological Medicine 1, 134-136. Journal titles
should be given in full.

Books should be cited as follows: Brown, J. (1970). Psychiatric Research. Smith: Glasgow.

ILLUSTRATIONS Only essential figures and tables should be included. Photographs Unmounted
photographs on glossy paper should be provided. Magnification scales, if necessary, should be lettered
on these. Where possible, prints should be trimmed to column width (i.e. 70 mm). Diagrams These
will usually be reduced to 70 mm wide. Lettering should be in either Letraset or stencil, and care
should be taken that lettering and symbols are of comparable size. Illustrations should not be
inserted in the text, they should be marked on the back with figure numbers, title of paper, and name
of author. All photographs, graphs, and diagrams should be referred to as figures and should be
numbered consecutively in the text in Arabic numerals. The legends for illustrations should be typed
on a separate sheet. Tables Tables should be numbered consecutively in the text in Arabic numerals
and each typed on a separate sheet.

PROOFS AND OFFPRINTS Page proofs will be sent to the senior author. Corrections other than
printer's errors may be charged to the author. Fifty offprints of each paper are supplied free; addi-
tional offprints are available according to a scale of charges if they are ordered when the proof is
returned.
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